groups Gi and G2 with kernels H1QG1 and H2QG2, then GiXG2/G is isomorphic to G/HiXH2 [l] .2 It is natural to ask if this isomorphism holds for groups other than Abelian ones. The purpose of this note is to show that it holds whenever G is normal in GiXG2. We shall need the following lemma.3 Lemma 1. Let G be a subdirect product of the groups Gi and G2. Then G is normal in GiXG2 if and only if G contains the derived group (GiXG2)'.
Proof. Suppose that G is normal in GiXG2, and let (xi, e) and (yi, e) be any two elements of Gi. Since G is a subdirect product, there is an (e, g2) in G2 such that (yi, g2) is in G. And since G is normal, (xi, e)(yi, g2)(xi, e)-1=(xiyixr\ gi) is in G. Therefore (xiyixf1, gi) • (yi. gî)-1 = (xryixi^yr1, e) 1S in G, and we have G~H>G'i. Similarly G~DG¿, so that G^Gi XG2' =(GiXG2)'.
The converse is trivial since it is true in general that any subgroup which contains the derived group is normal. Theorem 2. Let G be a subdirect product of Gi and G2 with kernels 77iÇGi and H2C.G2. If G is normal in GiXG2, then GiXG2/G is isomorphic to G/HiXH2.
Proof. Since G/HiXH2 is isomorphic to G1/H1 [l, Theorem 4], we need only prove that GiXG2/G is isomorphic to Gi/Hi. Let (gi, g2)G be any coset of G in GiXG2. There is an element (xi, e)
in Gi such that (xi, g2) is in G. Define the mapping 7r on GiXG2/G by
It is readily shown that 7r is independent of the choice of (xi, e) in Gi and of the choice of the representative (gi, gi), and that w is a one-toone mapping from GiXG2/G to Gi/Hi.
We show now that ir preserves multiplication.
Given two cosets (gi. g/)G and (Ai, h2)G, we choose (xi, e) and (yi, e) in Gi such that (xi, g2) and (yi, h2) belong to G. Then (xjyi, g2h2) is in G. By the lemma, GC\Gi = Hi contains the derived group of G\ so that G\/Hi is Abelian. Using this fact, we have that
This completes the proof of the theorem.
It is evident from these two theorems that normality imposes much stronger conditions on a subdirect product than it does on subgroups in general. One might even suspect that normal subdirect products are always trivial, i.e., are always equal to the direct product. We shall show that this is not the case. The example below gives a pair of groups which has subdirect products which are nontrivial and normal in the direct product and also has subdirect products which are not normal in the direct product. are normal subgroups of 5¡. The derived group of 5¿ is Ai. In the following subdirect products of Gi and G2, Hi denotes the kernel which is contained in G¿.
(i) The group Ki= [HiXH2, (ai,iai,2)(a3,ia3,2)(HiXH2)] where 22i=^4iX52, 2?2 = .43X'S'4 is a subdirect product of index 2 in GiXG2 and is therefore normal.
(ii) Let 22i= FiX52, H2= F3X54. Then the subgroup K2 with the elements listed below is a subdirect product of index 6 in GiXG2:
Hi X H2 (ai,ia1,3)(ai¡2a3,3)(Hi X H2) (a1,iai,i)(a3,ia3,i)(Hi X H2) (ai,iai,2ai,3)(a3Aa3,2a3,3)(Hi X H2) (al,iaï,3)(a3tia3j3)(Hi X H2) (ai,iai¡3ai,2)(a3,ia3,3a3,2)(Hi X H2).
It is easily verified that K2 is not normal in GiXG2. For example,
is not in K2.
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